Mystic Aquarium receives
Andre’s ‘seal’ of approval
By DAVID SCHOOLCRAFT
Bulletin Staff Writer
STONINGTON — Mystic Marinelife Aquarium is
known throughout the Northeast for, among other
things, its Seal Island display. This coming October,
Seal Island also will be known as the winter home of
one particularly well known member of that species —
Andre the harbor seal.
Andre has received a great deal of attention from
the national news media in the past few years for his
annual swim from his winter home at the New England
Aquarium in Boston to his summer home in Rockport,
Me.
Andre lives with his owner, Harry Goodrich, in
Rockport and each summer thousands of people flock
to the small seacoast town to watch the entertaining
seal ham it up. But what truly makes Andre unusual —
and has won him spots on such television shows as
NBC’s Real People and various news programs — is
the fact he can survive as well in the wild, with fellow
harbor seals, as he can in an aquarium or on stage in
his own little summer theatre.
Goodrich keeps Andre in a floating pen during the
summers, but in the winter the harbor freezes over and
the cage must be pulled out of the water to avoid

having it crushed by the movements of the ice.
The retired tree surgeon Goodrich would like to let
the seal stay in Rockport throughout the winter but not
everyone thinks the playful seal is so cute.
“He’s a very friendly animal,” Goodrich said. “He
loves fishermen and he thinks the fishermen love him
too, but some of them don’t. If they just ignore him he
starts tugging at their oars as they row out to their
boats and they don’t like it.”
Andre was raised by Goodrich since he was a pup.
But the “pup” who now weighs 250 pounds, if left
alone, crawls into skiffs for the night. One false move
and he easily swamps the small boats. The morning
after Andre has spent the night hopping from boat to
boat, often leaves a trail of half sunken row boats and
a lot of angry fishermen.
The New England Aquarium no longer takes Andre
for the winter and Laura Kezer of the Mystic aquarium
said Goodrich is afraid leaving him free for the winter
will eventually cost the overly playful seal his life.
Goodrich was searching for a place to keep the
critter for the winter when the director of the Dallas
Aquarium Jeff Moore, an aquaintance of Goodrich,
suggested he contact Laura Kezer.
(Continued on Page 8)
A

Andr&
(Continued from Page One)
Ms. Kezer said she expected Andre
to be brought down from Maine some
time in October at which point he is
expected to “take over” the Seal
Island harbor seal display because of
his size and outgoing personality.
What will be on everyone’s mind
when Andre arrives in Mystic will not
be how he will fare among his fellow
seals but how he will get back home in
the spring. Goodrich said the details
had not yet been worked out, but he
said the seal was probably too old to
change his ways and he expects Andre
will make the swim himself.
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Andre gets
celebrity
reception
MYSTIC, Conn. (UPI) — Andre,
the 20-year-old 202-pound harbor
seal who has entertained tourists
along the New England coast most of
its life, settled into his new winter
home Tuesday at the Mystic Marinelife Aquarium.
Aquarium staff, tourism directors
and politicians Monday greeted
Andre with champagne and a giftwrapped fish.
Andre summers in Rockport,
Maine, and is considered one of the
state’s premier tourist attractions.
The seal was flown to Connecticut
and is scheduled to swim back to
Rockport in the spring.
' "I timed him the other day and he
can really move right along,” said
Andre’s trainer, Harry Goodridge. "I
had him going about seven miles per
hour.”
The seal wintered for six years at
the New England Aquarium in
Boston, but last year spent the
winter in Rockport Harbor.
His trips along the New England
coast were recorded by network tele1 vision and were the subject of at
least two books.
Goodridge said Andre’s antics de
lighted tourists but bothered boaters
and fishermen in Rockport Harbor.
* The move, he said, was for Andre’s
"own protection.”
Andre often swamped fishermen’s
dinghies and the oars of boats
moving through the harbor, said
Goodridge, who found Andre 20
years ago abandoned as a pup in
Rockport

Andre pecks the cheek of Harry Goodridge at the
Mystic aquarium Monday. (AP)

the Chronicle, Willimantic, Conn., Tuesday, April 28,

ROCKPORT, MAINE: Harry Goodridge gets a
wet stamp from a seal of approval at his Rockport
home. Goodridge found Andre the harbor seal, an
orphaned pup, on a coastal island 19 years ago and
nursed it back to health. (UPI photo)

Mischievous seal
may live in Mystic
ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) — Andre the seal, who
mugs it up for summer tourists in the harbor of this
picture-book town every year, may be spending his
winters in Connecticut from now on.
The 19-year-old harbor seal is usually flown south
for the winter to the New England Aquarium in
Boston and then swims back up the New England
coast each spring to Rockport.
His trainer, Harry Goodridge, let him stay in Rock
port for a change this winter because of a falling-out
with aquarium officials.
But Goodridge said Monday that local fishermen
became so angered over Andre’s antics during the
winter — grabbing onto oars and sinking dinghies —
that the seal’s lucky to be alive.
“Andre was around the area all winter, in and out of
Rockport and Rockland harbors, going places where
he tends to get in the fishermen’s way,” Goodridge
said.
“I know of a least a couple of incidents when his life
was in danger,” he said, adding Andre “almost got his
head blown off” at one point because of his mischief.
So Goodridge said he plans to take Andre to the
Mystic Aquarium in Mystic, Conn., next winter.
“I’m hoping better things can be worked out with
the people at Mystic. It would be great to have Andre
make his famous swim again, and I’d like to see him
make it from Mystic all the way up the New England
coast to Rockport,” said Goodridge.
It’s been almost 20 years since Goodridge, the
town’s former harbormaster, found the orphaned pup
on a coastal island.
The seal’s annual swim up the coast attracts wide
attention and his stunts and acrobatics attract
thousands of people each summer to his rock-studded
harbor home.
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Andre may
winter in Conn. r
ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) Andre the seal, who mugs it up for
summer tourists here every year,
may winter in Connecticut from now
on.
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The 19-year-old harbor seal is usu
ally flown to New England Acqua
rium in Boston for the winter, but his
trainer, Harry Goodridge, let him
stay in Rockport this year because of
a falling-out with aquarium officials.
Goodridge said Monday that local
fishermen became so angered over
Andre's antics during the winter —
grabbing onto oars and sinking ding
hies — that the seal’s lucky to be
alive.
So Goodridge said he plans to take
Andre to the Mystic Aquarium in
Mystic, Conn., next winter.
Andre the seal and trainer Harry Goodridge

Mystic Aquarium To Harbor Seal
Now Too Tame for Dangers of Sea
By MARILYN WILKER
Courant Correspondent
MYSTIC — Andre the harbor.seal is
a friendly kind of guy. So friendly that
he is being put back in stir for his own
good.
Andre is safe enough, now. After
spending his winters in the open sea,
the celebrity seal has just completed
his annual trip to Rockport, Maine.
But Harry Goodrich, the seal’s sum
mer companion and keeper, who found
Andre the pup off Rockport 20 years
ago, has decided that Andre is his own
worst enemy at sea. He is afraid that
fishermen Andre approaches might
kill him, so next winter, for the first
time, the seal will vacation at the Mys
tic Marinelife Aquarium.
“We’re in an ideal situation,” said
aquarium spokesman Laura Kezer.
Andre will reside in a New England
seal pool with 14 other seals where he
“may be ruler of the roost.”
Not that Andre was any slouch at
sea, where he has wintered since 1979,
when Goodrich decided to end a win
tering arrangement with the New
England Aquarium in Boston.
“When he’s free he’s very friendly to
people, he wants to play,” Goodrich
said. “He grabs their oars and hangs
on. You don’t row too far with that
hanging on.
“He would never do anything to any
body, but his life is threatened.” Good
rich is afraid a boater, frightened by
Andre, is “going to blow his head off.”
“When he wants to sleep, he finds a
skiff. Sometimes he swamps them.
That’s one reason to put him under
wraps,” he said.
Andre spends his summers in a
wooden pen that floats about 100 yards
off the Rockport shore. The pen is stur
dy, but not sturdy enough to withstand
the shifting ice of a Maine winter. So
for six winters Andre was shipped to
the New England Aquarium, and for

ANDRE THE SEAL
six springs he swam back to Rockport.
Goodrich would not explain why he
did not return the seal to the Boston
aquarium for a winter home, except to
say he visited Mystic this year and
“liked the way it looks.”
Andre’s fall travel plans have not
been made, yet, although Goodrich
would like to see the seal make the trip
from Rockport to Mystic by charter
plane.
Goodrich would also like to see An
dre swim from Mystic to Rockport
each spring, but aquarium officials
disagree. Kezer said they would feel
safer releasing Andre on the north side
of Cape Cod.
Goodrich anticipates no adjustment
problems at Mystic for Andre, who is
at ease with free, wild seals, likes to
ride in a car and has appeared on sev

eral national television shows.
Andre is a sophisticated seal wh
can perform more than 100 trick
Goodrich said. “I’ve raised a lot <
seals, but there’s only one Andre.”
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He's lucky to be alive
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Andre’s back after the long winter
ROCKPORT.
,KPORT, Maine (UPI) —
- Andre
the seal, who mugs it up for summer
tourists in the harbor of this picturebook town every year, may be spending
his winters in Connecticut from now on
The 19-year-old harbor seal is usually
flown south for the winter to the New
England Acquarium in Boston and then
swims back up the New England coast
each spring to Rockport each spring
His trainer. Harry Goodridge, let him
stay in Rockport for a change this
winter because of a falling-out with
aquarium officials
But Goodridge said Monday that local
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“Andre was around the area all
winter, in and out of Rockport and
Rockland harbors, going places where
he tends to get in the fishermen’s way,’’
Goodridge said.
“I know of a least a couple of in
cidents when his life was in danger," he
said, adding Andre "almost got his head
blown off" at one point because of his
mischief.
So Goodridge said he plans to take An
dre to the Mystic Aquarium in Mystic,
Conn., next winter.
"I’m hoping better things can be
worked out with the people at Mystic. It
to have Andre make his
I’d like to see
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the New England coast to Rockport,"
said Goodridge.
It’s been almost 20 years since
Goodridge, the town’s former harbor
master, found the orphaned pup on a
coastal island.
The seal’s annual swim up the coast
attracts wide attention and his stunts
and acrobatics attract thousands of peo
ple each summer to his rockstudded
harbor home, where he performs daily
free shows around his floating wire and
wood pen.
Despite his harrowing experiences
this past winter, Goodridge said Andre
ate well and even picked up a few
pounds during his winter respite.
"Last year he could jump four feet

Goodridge, who feeds Andre with herr
ing each day at 4 p.rn. and then instructs
the seal in an acrobatic show that is
viewed by vacationers standing around
the tiny harbor.
But a brewing battle between
Goodridge and town officials could
mean the end of Andre’s daily shows.
"The town manager says the crowds
grew so big at times last summer that
now they want me to hire a policeman
for crowd control,” said Goodridge.
Andre will stop giving the shows
before I have to start paying for that. "
Town Manager Paul Weston said,
We love having Andre put on his per
formances in town an wo
........ ..

Andre packs them in,
but who pays for it?
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Harry Goodridge, who trains Andre the Seal of
New England, says it’s time to look for a new
home for the flipper. Ole Andre, who used to get
headlines with his annual 160-mile swim from Boston
to Maine, has been running into trouble lately both in
and out of the water. In recent years, the trained seal
spent winters in the New England Aquarium in Boston,
then returned to Rockport, Maine, under his own pow
er for the summer. But now Goodridge is complaining
about those high air fares to fly Andre to Boston each
fall. Last winter he decided to let Andre roam free.
Since then, complaints from fishermen have convinced
Goodridge that he should find another place. Good
ridge said the 19-year-old harbor seal is up to his old
tricks, clambering aboard fishermen’s dinghies and
even stealing bait. And that isn’t the only problem.
Andre’s shows have been free to thousands of tourists.

Andre Heading Back To Aquarium
To Winter... This Time In Conn.
ROCKPORT — Veteran traveller, An
dre the Seal will be leaving shortly for the
southern climes of Connecticut. The win
ter vacation this year will mark the first
time in three years that Andre has left
the waters of Maine for the hospitality of
an aquarium.
No snow bird heading south to Florida,
Andre spent a number of winters at the
New England Aquarium in Boston. It
was from that aquarium that the famed
seal departed each spring for a swim
back north to Rockport. A media regular,
Andre has frustrated past attempts to an
ticipate when he would arrive back at his
pen in Rockport harbor by setting a
speed record one year and then dallying
for more than a week the next.
To Connecticut

Harry Goodridge said Wednesday that
final arrangements had been completed
to fly the 20-year old harbor seal from
the Knox County airport on November 9 to
the Mystic Aquarium in Connecticut.
While the Boston Aquarium has played
host in the past Goodridge said he was
“quite impressed” with the Mystic facil
ity and had reached an agreement with
the facility for winter room and board for
Andre.
Concerning his change of mind in send
ing Andre away again after two free
swimming winters, Goodridge said it was
a combination of “concern over his being
free in Maine waters and his being a pest
to some people.” Indeed, Andre has not
endeared himself to several local fisher
men as a result of his antics and his habit
of napping in skiffs. There have been sev
eral reports over the past few years of
Andre swamping skiffs and dumping a
fisherman or two into the frigid winter
waters as he leaped in to visit or sun him
self. “I do get nervous about him being
out all winter,” Goodridge stressed. Last
winter Andre was a regular visitor at the
Coast Guard Base in Rockland.
When Andre’s pen is lifted from the
waters of Rockport harbor it will be a
short truck ride to the airport and then
off to Mystic aboard a private business
aircraft. Goodridge said travel arrange
ments had been made with the assistance

of Charles Lacour Jr., formerly of Islesboro and now with Robertson Paper Box
Co. located near Mystic, Ct.
Yes, if all goes as planned and Andre
spends a comfortable winter, there will
be a swim home from Connecticut to
Maine next spring. Goodridge has faith
that the seal, who will then be 21 years
old, will travel back home just as easily
as he has so many times from Massa
chusetts. Andre may, however, have to
be in good shape for the watery trek.
Goodridge estimates the swim from Mys
tic will cover 450 miles if Andre swims
out beyond Cape Cod. Should the seal opt
for the shortcut through a canal water
way, the swim would be reduced to a
mere 350 miles. “I’ve asked which way
he’ll take but he’s not talking,” Good
ridge joked.
So it’s last minute preparations and a
few more afternoon shows at Rockport
before this town’s most famous citizen is
off for the winter. Just how he handles
the swim back home next spring will have
to wait until mid-April. Goodridge ac
knowledges, some will miss Andre this
winter, some will not; Harry, for one will.

“Andre” at Rockport.
File Photo

Andre

Andre’s going ’south’
ROCKPORT — Seal watchers won’t see Andre in
Atlantic waters this winter. He is going to spend the
next five months at the Mystic Marine Life Aquari
um in Connecticut.
And he is going to go in style when he sets out for
his winter frolic Nov. 9.
Andre’s friend and trainer, Harry Goodridge, ex
plained Friday that Rockport’s favorite water
mammal will be flown to the aquarium in a private
plane paid for by an executive of the Robertson
Paper Box Co.
Come next spring, Andre’s admirers will again be
treated to Andre’s famous swim from his winter
home to Rockport harbor. "If he goes around Cape
inn h?
have a 450 mile swim home. It will be
100 miles shorter if he goes through the cape canal,”
Goodridge explained. "Andre hasn’t told me yet
which route he intends to take.”
Why isn’t Andre going to spend another winter
free in the Atlantic? "Well, some people think he is a
pest. I guess you might say I have been pressured to
send him away. Some peopte just don’t know how to
handle him when he comes near or gets in their
boats in the winter,” Goodridge said.
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Traveling seal is moving to Mystic
MYSTIC — A harbor seal that
summers in Maine and has spent
many a winter in Boston will be com
ing here this fall to a new retreat at
the Mystic Marinelife Aquarium.
Andre the seal, who has attained
some notoriety for his annual swim
from the New England Aquarium to
Rockport, Maine, may be making a
longer trip next spring from Mystic
to Rockport.
Harry A. Goodridge, who raised
the seal from a pup, has made a ten
tative agreement with Mystic
aquarium officials to have Andre
spend the winter here.
Andre spent winters in Boston up
until two years ago. But transporta
tion and space problems at the
aquarium forced Goodridge to let
him loose for the last two years. No
problem for Andre, but a problem
for some of the fishermen around
Rockport.
The seal spends the summers in a
pen which Goodridge has built for
him. But when the harbor begins to
freeze over, the pen has to be re
moved.
Andre likes the freedom, his
owner says. But it seems that his
antics around the harbor — he likes
to sleep in empty rowboats and play
with the fisherman — got him into
some trouble.
“Andre didn’t mind but some of
the fishermen had a few problems,”
said Goodridge. “He got some
threats so I figured I better give him
a sabbatical.”
Andre’s sabbatical will likely

begin late this fall when he will prob
ably be flown to to this area. The
final details of the trip have not been
worked out. This spring, he will be
ready to return to his Rockport
pen.
Although Andre used to swim each
year from the mouth of Boston Har
bor home to Rockport, following his
instinct to return to his birthplace,
aquarium officials are concerned

that the trip around Cape Cod might
be too hard for him too swim.
The swim from Boston to Maine
used to take Andre anywhere from
one to several weeks.
Miss Kezer said Andre will stay in
the aquarium’s Seal Island exhibit
along with about a dozen grey and
harbor seals that make the
aquarium their permanent home.
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Community
Celebrity to enjoy
winter in Mystic
By RICHARD VEILLEUX
Bulletin Staff Writer
STONINGTON — If he had arrived
before the elections, candidates from both
sides of the Mystic River Bridge would
have rushed to be seen shaking hands with
him.
His resume is impressive: 20 years
continuous service with the same
company; an unmatched record of
attendance, a male who could be counted
on to swim 180 miles if need be to get to
the job; a resume carrying a long list of
publications — two books, widespread
notice in newspapers and magazines,
appearences on several television shows,
including Real People; and an equally
impressive list of references — Walter
Cronkite, Charles Kuralt, Dr. Benjamin
Spock, to name a few.
And, like so many other celebrities, he
has decided — or at least his agent has
decided — that Stonington would be a fine
place for him to winter.
Thus it is that Monday at noon, with all
the fanfare usually accorded nationally
known political figures, Andre the Seal will
arrive at Mystic Marinelife Aquarium for
a well-earned winter’s rest.
Befitting his status as one who has
gained national recognition, however,
Andre will be shipped to Mystic not in the
conventional, commercial manner as so
many pinnipeds before him have become
accustomed, but in a corporate jet.
A corporate jet, as a matter of fact, that
will deliver Andre not only into the hands
of the aquarium staff and waiting tourists,
but into the hands of local and state
officials, many of whom have been invited
to the unveiling, which may or may not be
a black-tie affair.
Among the officials who have made time
in their day to greet Andre are state Rep.
Rufus Allyn (D-43), Stonington First
Selectman James Spellman, Mystic Area
Chamber of Commerce President Joyce
Regan and, Quinn said, the mayor of
Groton, though it could not be determined
late Friday whether the invitation went to
outgoing Mayor John C. McGee or newly
elected Mayor Kenneth N. Barber.
Following his introduction to Seal
Island’s New England Coast exhibit, which
he will share with seven other harbor seals
and seven gray seals, Andre will join the

officials and numerous other local
dignitaries in a glass of — right you are —
Andre’s Champagne.
In case you haven’t guessed by now,
Andre is considered one hell of a seal.
Andre, like Brooke Shields, began
displaying his 200-pound body early in life.
Caught as a pup by Harry Goodridge, a
Rockport, Maine, resident, Andre has
spent his entire 20 years with his friend —
and agent. During the summer months,
Andre lives in a floating pen in Rockport
Harbor, where he performs daily at 4 p.m.,
under Goodridge’s direction, delighting
visitors with a repertoire of cued behavior.
His most famous and well known feat,
however, is his annual 180-mile swim back
to Rockport from Marblehead, Mass.,
where, until two years ago, he wintered at
the New England Aquarium.
Goodridge, however, at that point
decided to allow Andre to remain in
Rockport but, Uke the old saying about
good guys finishing last, Andre’s
friendliness got him into too much trouble
and Goodridge began searching for
another winter residence for his prize
pupil.
In March 1980, Goodridge, following a
friend’s recommendation, found Mystic
Marinelife Aquarium.
Andre’s future, however, remains a
mystery. According to Julie Quinn,
spokesperson for the aquarium, the
original plans had Andre setting out to sea
from Mystic for his return trip to Maine —
a trip of indeterminate mileage but one
that would be far lengthier than his 180mile course.
Since those plans were set, however, a
number of interested people have said he
should be transported to Maine before
being freed.
Like the third judge in a three-judge
court, though, Quinn anticipates that
whatever Goodridge wants, Goodridge will
get.
And, she says, that will also go for
Andre’s schedule while he basks in the
Mystic limelight.
While Quinn says no performances will
be scheduled for the Frank Sinatra of
Sealdom, she adds Andre is “A real
trooper who loves to play for the people,”
and predicts Andre will put on many shows
during his stay, particularly at feeding
time.
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Mystic to Be the Host to a Celebrity Animal
By LAURIE A. O’NEILL
Mystic
HAMPAGNE will be served
and a group of local and state
officials are expected to be on
Andre, the harbor
hand tomorrow to welcome a
20-year-old celebrity seal who plansseal,
to a native of
winter in this seaport town.
Rockport, Me., will
After lunching with Joyce 0. Regan,
who is the president of the Mystic
winter in Mystic
Chamber of Commerce, officials of
Seaport as the
Stonington and Groton and a repre
sentative of the tourism division of the
Rockport
Harbor
State Department of Economic Devel
freezes over
opment, the guest of honor will be es
corted to his new home — a rock-lined
outdoor pool at the Mystic Marinelife
Aquarium.
Andre, the harbor seal, a native of
Rockport, Me., has appeared on na
tional television shows and has been
the subject of a book written by his
owner, Harry Goodridge, a retired

C

Rockport tree surgeon. Each summer
for the last two decades, Andre has
leaped and wriggled his way through
dozens of routines for delighted resi
dents and tourists, who stand on top of
the sea wall at Rockport Harbor to
watch him in his large wood and wire
cage anchored about 150 feet offshore.
Andre has been named Honorary
Rockport Harbor Master and he re
ceives letters from all over the world.
There is even an Andre Fan Club
based in Kansas. Last year, the seal
served as the ring bearer at the out
door wedding of Mr. Goodridge’s
daughter Toni.

In the winter, when the harbor
dre’s playfulness caused problems.
freezes, Andre’s cage must be re The seal likes to grab rowers’ oars,
moved from the water and he swims startle unsuspecting scuba divers and
free. He did this up until 1973 when Mr. once he snatched a hat from a child’s
Goodridge decided that the seal would head. His favorite activity is to roll
be safer during the winter in the New into a moored skiff for a nap, usually
England Aquarium in Boston. Andre swamping the boat in the process. For
spent six winters there, and made . these reasons, Andre had worn out his
headlines each spring when he swam welcome with some of the local fisher
home to Rockport from a release point men, said Mr. Goodridge, who had
at Marblehead, Mass. — a journey of overheard threats to shoot the seal if
approximately 180 miles that took he continued such antics.
about a week.
Realizing that the seal, for its own
For the last two years, Mr. Good protection, would have to again spend
ridge has allowed the seal to winter winters in an aquarium, Mr. Good
once again in the open sea. But An ridge walked into the Mystic facility

oneday last spring and, he said, “liked
what I saw.” Aquarium officials were
enthusiastic about having the celeb
rity seal as a boarder, according to
Laura E. Kezer, the director of devel
opment there. Arrangements wen:
-made for Andre to stay in the aquari
um’s four-year-old Seal Island com
plex, where he will join a dozen other
Atlantic harbor seals and nine grav
seals.
Tomorrow morning, Mr. Goodridg 5
will coax Andre into his wood and wir?
carrying case and drive him to an air
port in nearby Owl’s Head, Me. They
will board a private plane provided by
Robertson Paper Box, a manufactur
ing company located near Mystic in
Montville. Charles M. LaCour Jr., of
Waterford, the assistant to the presi
dent of the company, suggested that
Robertson Paper Box donate its plane
for the seal’s trip to Connecticut. Mr.
LaCour is a fan of Andre and a former
resident of Islesboro, Me. His 7-yearold son, Charles 3d, will be accompa
nying Mr. Goodridge and Andre on the
flight.
Mr. Goodridge found Andre as a 19pound pup, alone and apparently or
phaned, in Penobscot Bay in May 1961.
He had made two previous efforts to
befriend harbor seals. One pup died
and the second was devoured by a 17foot great white shark, which Mr.
Goodridge subsequently stalked and
killed. He considers Andre, who is al
most midway through the expected 45year life span of a harbor seal, a com-

Mystic Marinelife Aquarium

panion rather than a captive pet.
Andre catches his own food when at
sea and has been let out of his pen this
autumn for several hours each day,
said Mr. Goodridge, “to get him in
shape” for his winter aquarium stay.
Andre, whose gray pelt is mottled
with white, weighs 200 pounds and is
four and a half feet long. He can per
form a number of routines on cue, in
cluding jumping through a hoop and
remaining submerged and playing
dead while towing a dingy by its line so
that the boat appears to be moving of
its own accord. Whether or not the seal
will perform at the aquarium depends
on “how well he responds to our peo
ple,” Mrs. Kezer said. Mr. Goodridge
plans to visit Andre once a month to
maintain contact with him until the
trip home.
In early April, Andre will be set free

in Long Island Sound. Mr. Goodridge
will be the one to release him because,
he said, “I want to be the last man
Andre sees.” He will urge the seal to
“go on home,” and will then return to
Rockport, to wait. He estimates that it
will take Andre about a month. The
journey from the Connecticut shore,
around Cape Cod and up the Maine
Coast is almost 450 miles long and
skeptics feel that the seal may not, by
choice or accident, make it home.
Robertson Paper Box has already
offered to fly Andre back to Maine or
at least as far as Provincetown, Mass.,
but Mr. Goodridge contends that the
seal will swim home from Connecticut
as he has done so many times from
Massachusetts.
“I’ll be worried sick about Andre,
like I usually am,” he said. “But I’m
willing to bet he’ll come home.”
■

Mystic ThrowsCfiampa^ne Welcome
For Superstar Seal Wintering in Style
By JEFF MILL
Courant Correspondent
MYSTIC — Amid much hoopla and
a gift-wrapped fish, the world’s most
celebrated harbor seal arrived Mon
day at Mystic Marinelife Aquarium —
his new winter home.
/ The 20-year-old Andre — a televi
sion star with several network appear
ances and the subject of at least two
books — was greeted by an enthusias
tic contingent that included area poli
ticians and tourism directors, appro
priately toasting him with champagne
— Andre-brand, of course.
Andre’s trip to Mystic was arranged
by Harry Goodridge, a retired Rock
port, Maine, tree surgeon who “adopt
ed” Andre as a pup, taking him along
as a companion on scuba dives.
The seal had been a year-round resi
dent of Rockport the last two years,
but Goodridge decided to move him to
Mystic this year “for his own protec
tion.”
He explained that while Andre ca
vorted to the delight of Rockport’s

summer tourists, his wintertime antics
were less-than amusing to some of the
fishermen who share the harbor there.
The 200-pound Andre would sun
himself aboard the fishermen’s din
ghies that dot the harbor, often
swamping the small boats when he
clamored in and out. That “gets old
very quickly when you have to get up
early on a winter’s morning and go out
and tend your lobster pots,” said
Goodridge’s daughter, Paula
Goodridge-Armentrout of Old Green
wich.
Andre’s playful habit of grasping
oars as the fishermen made their way
across the harbor also helped convince
Goodridge to find the seal a more suit
able winter home.
“I’ve been in just about every aquar
ium in the U.S.,” Goodridge said, and
when he walked into the Mystic aquar
ium last summer, he quickly decided
to bring Andre there.
“I just liked what I saw,” he said,
and the details were worked out with
aquarium officials. Laura Kezer, the
aquarium’s director of education, said
Andre would fit right in with the facili

Of.

ty’s current colony of seven harbor
seals and seven grey seals.
Goodridge said Andre will remain in
Mystic through the winter, and may
even swim back home to Rockport in
the spring. “I timed him the other day,
and he can really move right along,”
Goodridge said. “I had him going about
seven miles per hour.”
For six years, Goodridge let Andre
spend the summers in Rockport and
winters at the New England Aquarium
in Boston. When it was time to move
on, Andre frequently would swim to or
from Boston, much to the delight of the
media.
Monday, Andre arrived by plane,
alighting at nearby Groton-New Lon
don Airport.
The flight here was uneventful,
Goodridge said, far less lively than
when Goodridge drove Andre and his
family to Massachusetts on past jour
neys.
“We’d pull into a gas station and let
him out to wet him down with a hose,
and the service station man would just
freak!” Armentrout laughed.

t/reat seal
splashes
in Mystic
By RICHARD P. SCHROEDER
Bulletin Staff Writer
MYSTIC — When Andre, the worldfamous harbor seal and East Coast
traveler, crawled to the brink of the
green-bottomed pool at Mystic Marinelife Aquarium Monday afternoon, he
was greeted by the- curious puppy-like
faces of seven of his future roommates.
Their heads bobbing up and down in
the water like corks, the harbor seals
waited impatiently for their legendary
cousin to make his splashing debut as
the newest addition to the aquarium’s
New England Coast seal exhibit.
Several shy, larger gray seals with
horse-like heads, didn’t appear too in
terested in the newcomer. They just
circled near the depths of the pool
oblivious to what was going on above.
Famous for the long solo swim he
takes nearly every spring from Marble
head, Massachusetts, where, until two
years ago he spent his winters, to
Rockport Maine, his summer home,
Andre was flown first class by corpo
rate jet Monday to the Groton-New
London Airport.
Mystic became his new winter home
because an experiment which let him
live his winters free in the wild did not
work out. Andre’s friendliness got him
into too much trouble.
Andre, fully grown at 200-pounds,
celebrated his 20th birthday in May.
Accompanied by his owner and mentor,
Harry Goodridge, the seal was trans
ported by van from the airport to the
aquarium.

When he arrived, in a crate with
screen sides and top, he was lifted out
of the van and, still inside his cage,
placed on the sidewalk.
Television camaras rolled, and pho
tographers snapped pictures of the seal.
He took it all in stride, though, as he is
used to being the center of attention.

The crate was lifted and carried past
three huge sea lions situated in a pool
near the entrance to the aquarium.
Followed by an entourage of people,
Andre was carried through the front
doors of the aquarium, past sharks and
blue lobsters, and brought outside again
to be set down near the enterance of
Seal Island.C| ,/
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Andre the seal prepares to enter a pool at the Mystic Marinelife Aquarium
where he took up winter residence Monday. The well-known seal was flow
from his Rockport, Maine, summer home to Mystic and driven to the aquai
ium in a van. Watching Andre’s progress is longtime friend Harry Goodridg
and a pair of unidentified boys. Story on Page C3.
,0
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PUSH AND SHOVE — Getting Andre and his cumbersome cage aboard the small
plane was no easy task for helpers at the Knox County Airport Monday morning. The
seal and cage did eventually fit, however, and it was smooth flying all the way to Con
necticut.
Staff Photo by Slefinger

Andre Gets Red Carpet
Treatment At Mystic Aquarium
by Michael McGuire
Camden Area Bureau

load the seal for transport to the Knox Coun
ty airport in Owls Head. Coaxing Andre into
his travel cage was not difficult since the
temptation provided was a large mackerel.
Hoisting seal and cage from an outboard
and then carrying both up a long ramp was
tricky, however, but was accomplished with
out incident. The official weigh-in before
transport showed Andre finishing the sum
mer at 205 pounds; healthy.
It was an easy ride to the airport but while
Andre had first-class transport on a private
plane, he and his cage only managed to fit
inside with some careful planning. Trans
portation was arranged and provided with
the assistance of the Robertson Paper Box
Company of Mystic, Ct.
Harry Goodridge said last month that the
decision to send Andre away for the winter
was prompted by concern over the seal’s
free swimming winters. Always playful,
Andre is less than a delight when he inad
vertently swamps small skiffs in the frigid
winter. Impressed with the Mystic facility,
Goodridge said he easily made arrange
ments at the aquarium and added that he is
at ease with the plan for Andre’s winter
home.

ROCKPORT — It was a slightly appre
hensive Andre the Seal who left town Mon
day morning in the back of a pick-up truck.
He also looked a bit uncomfortable as he
peered from the confines of his traveling
cage but trainer Harry Goodridge spoke
gently as he assured Andre it would be less
than two hours before he was swimming
again at his winter retreat.
Indeed, shortly before noon Monday, 20year-old Andre was released into the waters
of the Mystic Connecticut Aquarium during
a red carpet welcoming ceremony for the
famous harbor seal. Julie Quinn, public
relations director for the Mystic Aquarium,
reported that a large and boisterous crowd
was on hand to welcome Andre to his winter
haven. Among those present were two state
representatives; Stonington, Ct. selectmen;
the president of the New England Tourist
Information Center and William North, di
rector of neighboring Mystic Seaport. It was
North who most likely endeared himself to
Andre as he presented the seal with a gift
wrapped five-pound fish. Andre’s arrival
was also a local media event as three tele
New Pool
vision crews and several newspaper report
Julie Quinn explained Monday that Andre
ers were on hand for the seal’s grand en
will be swimming in an outdoor pool de
trance.
signed and landscaped to depict the New
Quiet Departure
Andre’s departure Monday morning was a England coastline. The shared accommoda
quiet affair with Harry and other members tions will place Andre with seven other har(Continued on Back Page)
of the Goodridge family on hand to help
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Andre Gets
(Continued from Page One)
bor seals and seven grey seals which are
considerably larger than the harbor variety.
Quinn reported that Andre seemed to enjoy
the company from the moment he entered
the pool Monday. “We saw no evidence of a
struggle for dominance,” she said during a
telephone conversation.
It is unlikely there will be any performing
for Andre while he visits at Mystic although
Quinn said the seal will be free to show off
at feeding time if he so desires. Goodridge
has said he imagines Andre will just take it
easy.
Spring Swim

It is planned to release Andre at the Mystic
Aquarium next Spring for a marathon swim
north to his home in Rockport. Having made
such swims from Massachusetts in the past
it may pose no problem for Andre even
though the distance will be substantially in
creased. Depending on the route chosen by
Andre next April, he will travel roughly
400 miles when it’s time to come home next
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A royal welcome for Andre

Andre, at ease in his winter quarters
Andre and owner mug for the audience
By Bruce MacDonald
Day Staff Writer

I

MYSTIC — Andre is an unassum
ing harbor seal, but he received a
reception fit for a king Monday when
he arrived to take up winter resi: dence at Mystic Marinelife AquariI umAquarium officials did everything
but pull out the red carpet in wel
coming Andre, who had been flown
i in from Maine aboard an airplane
donated for the occasion by a Mont. ville business, Robertson Paper Box
Co.
A group of local government leadi ers and tourist officials showed up to
' witness the arrival as did representl atives of three television stations
! and a host of newspapers. A chamI pagne reception followed the arriv1 al.
Andre obviously is no ordinary
; seal. In fact, the aquarium an
nounced in a statement thattfeis the
most famous harbor seal in the
. world.
Accompanied by his friend and
mentor, Harry Goodridge, Andre en
tered his temporary home in a man
ner befitting his status: he was car
ried in the front door in his own
' traveling case. It’s the first time a
seal has used the front door, said Ju
lie Quinn, the aquarium’s spokes• woman.
,
Andre is best known for his annual
swim to his summer home in Rock
port, Maine after spending winter at
the New England Aquarium in Bos1 ton, which used to be his cold weath
er home. The last two years Andre
was allowed to spend his winters in
offshore Maine waters, but the play
ful creature got into trouble.
It seems Andre cultivated the hab
it of sleeping in small boats moored
in the harbor. Unfortunately, he
tended to capsize the boats after fail
ing to properly position his 200pound body.
There were other problems. Andre
has startled SCUBA divers by sticking his nose in their masks and has
irritated boaters by going after their
This year Goodridge decided to
have his pet seal spend the winter in
Mystic, approaching local aquarium
officials several months ago about
the possibility.
Ms. Quinn said she didn t know
why Goodrich settled on Mystic, but

Mystic
»he said aquarium officials are de
lighted to have the 20-year-old mam
mal join the 14 other harbor and
gray seals in the Seal Island exhibit.
Despite his antics in the wild, An
dre is a popular and beloved fixture
in Rockport Harbor, where his dem
onstrations each summer afternoon
have gained him wide fame and a
following extending well beyond the
rocky coast of Maine.
His jumps through hoops and
leaps into the air for supper have
been described in two books. He has
been featured on national television
and has been the subject of innumerabe newspaper and magazine articles.
After spending the winter here,
Andre will be released sometime in
the spring. There will be no airplane
ride. He will be expected to swim
home to Rockport. Ms. Quinn said
that Goodrich believes the popular
seal will find his way home even
though the distance is considerably
longer than the 180-mile trip he has
made in previous homeward jour
neys.
Andre first showed up off the
Maine coast 20 years ago, apparent
ly an orphan with little chance of
surviving without his mother. The
pup was friendly enough to swim for
Goodrich, a SCUBA diver with a
penchant for seals.
Goodrich fed the newborn pup,
who eventually came to reside in a
floating pen Goodrich had built for
him in Rockport Harbor to the de
light of many who have viewed the
daily exhibitions he put on since the
early 1960s.
. . . , .
.,
Ms. Quinn said initial fears that
Andre would not adjust to his new
environment proved groundless
when he fit right in with the other
seals.

Sealing goodbye
Andre the seal pecks the cheek of owner Harry Goo
dridge at the Mystic Marinelife Aquarium Monday. Andre
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was flown from his Rockport summer home to Mystic to
take up winter residence at the aquarium. (AP Photo)
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Harry Goodridge was waiting for the same plane as
were we Tuesday evening in Boston so we asked him
how Andre made the trip to Mystic, Ct., where he will
spend the winter at a large aquarium near the Mystic
Seaport. Harry replied that Andre is a seasoned traveler
but was a bit agitated at first. Another Rockland-bound
traveler had come in from New York and remarked that
Andre’s trip made television news there, which pleased
Harry. Then we told Harry of some disparaging remarks
made by a Boston television newsreporter because Andre
had forsaken Bean Town. The fact that Boston was un
happy seemed to please Harry even more than the wider
publicity. Our flight was called before we had a chance
to explore this with Harry.

Welcome Seal
There is something awfully well with Connecti
cut when:
In addition to the thunderous theatrics of a
civic center “Aida,” with elephants and camels
and snakes and triumphal marches;
In addition to the honors, the pomp and
ceremony of swearing in a new chief justice of
the state Supreme Court, John A. Speziale;
In addition to the pummeling of the Minne
sota North Stars by the Hartford Whalers;
And in addition to the two-night crunching
rock high of the Rolling Stones;
Someone had the good sense to pop a Mys
tic cork of welcome for a harbor seal from
Rockport, Maine.
Happy winter, Andre.
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Andre the seal wins new friends
during stay at Mystic aquarium
MYSTIC - In the 15 days Andre
the harbor seal has been in town,
he’s surprised his caretakers with
his adaptability, shown off for his
audiences and been called “the
number one news story in New Eng
land.”
Andre takes it all nonchalantly. He
flaps his flippers effortlessly and
gives a wet Bronx cheer.
“It’s really amazing how well he’s
getting along here,” said Jack
Schneider, the Mystic Marinelife
Aquarium’s curator of exhibits. “We
thought there might be some trouble
because he’s a mature male, and we
already have a mature male.” Both
are in the Seal Island exhibit where
Andre is spending the winter.
But despite the potential for
jealousies — and despite the muscu
lar physique Andre’s developed
through years in the wild — he
seems to be getting along just fine
with 14 other harbor and gray seals.
Andre, hailed as the world’s most
famous harbor seal, was flown here
Nov. 9 from his home in Rockport,
Maine, where he has lived for 20
years. Andre is perhaps best known
for his annual swim home from the
New England Aquarium in Boston,
where he wintered for many years.
Harry Goodridge, the famous
seal’s friend and mentor, let Andre
stay in Maine for the past two
winters. But because the 205-pound
pinniped became a nuisance to area
fishermen and divers, Goodridge de
cided to have Andre spend the cold
season here this year.
And if Andre continues to get
along here as well as he has in the
past two weeks, Goodridge just may
have him come back. In the mean
time, employees at the aquarium
who work \vith the new arrival are
having a ball.
“He’s very, very intelligent, I’ll
give him that,” animal handler
Gayle Sirpenski said Monday. "Har
ry taught us to point a finger at (An
dre) like a gun and say, ‘bang’ — he

Mystic
throws his head back and falls onto
his back. It’s really funny.”
And while Andre has other tricks
— dancing and twirling, and giving a
raspberry when he’s asked what he
thinks of Flipper, television’s famed
dolphin — those who work with An
dre and feed him his daily 20-pound
ration of herring and mackerel say
he seems to be keeping some of his
talents to himself.
Aquarist Donna Zyry said she
watched Goodridge have Andre flip
in the air and do other fancy moves.
“We haven’t been able to get him
to do that,” she said. “I think he sort
of knows he’s on vacation, and that
he’s going to get fed whether he flips
for us or not.”
Aquarium employees aren’t the
only ones who’ve fallen for Andre.
His legend has made its way to East
ern Connecticut State College in Wil
limantic, where a professed fan of
the famous seal’s has bemoaned the
school newspaper’s “anti-seal bias.”
In a Nov. 20 letter to the editor of
the Campus Lantern, an anonymous
Andre fan criticized the paper for ig
noring the news of the seal’s arrival
in Mystic, which the writer called
“the number one news story in New
England in this young yet already
tumultuous decade.”

“Andre is not likely to come to
Eastern as a result of this snub,” the
writer concluded.
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ROCKPORT (UPI) — Andre the seal, whose
stunts and acrobatics attract thousands of
people each summer to his rock-studded Rubor
home, has returned to his floating pen after sev
eral harrowing experiences of wintering in
Maine.
The blue-gray s ;1, known for bis annual
sw'-n from Marble wad, Mass., to Rockport,
spent the past six months playing, along the
coast with fishermen who did not always appre
ciate his antics of grabbing oars and sinking
dinghies by climbing into the small boats.
Former harbormaster and. trainer Harry
Go lri Ige said I lonclay that Andre "almost got
his h ■
wn off” because of his misciuevous
activities.
"1 know of a least a couple of incidents when
hi.s life was in danger," Goodridge said.
"Andre was around the area all winter, in and
out of Rockport and Rockland harbors, going
place.-, where he tends to get in the fishermen’s
way,” he said.
But he said Andre ate well and picked up a
few pounds during his winter respite.
"Last year he could j imp four feet into the air
through a hoop,” said Goodridge, who feeds
Andre with herring each day at 4 p.rn. and then '
instructs the seal in an acrobatic show that is
viewed by vacationers standing around the liny
picture-book harbor.
Complaints by area fishermen convinced
Goodridge to begin making plans for Andre’s
next winter — possibly a stay at the Mystic
Aquarium in Mystic, Conn.
It’s been almost 20 years since Goodridge
found the orphaned pup on a coastal island.
Andre wintered at the New England Aquari
um in Boston for a number of years. He was
flown to Boston each fall and released in .Mar
ie eh ’ad harbor in the spring foraswim to R< ■ kpor’. that was followed by coastal residents in
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine.
Attention now is turning to a brewing battle
between Goodridge and town officials that could
mean the end of Andre’s daily free shows.
"The town manager says the crowd ; grew so
big at times last summer that now they want me
to hire a policeman for crowd control. Andre
will stop giving the shows before I have to start
paying for that,” said Goodridge.
Weston said Andre has become so popular
and well-loved that something has to be dene to
keep traffic and parking convenient for visitors
and fishermen.

as

v>on’t look now, but Andre the seal is back at his summer
prefer responding by osmosis rather than coming right out
lie in Rockport.
and saying, "By thunder, you’re right.”
You may have missed his return, because the Maine news
The Maine Press Association recently held a conference
■' ha barely took notice of the event. This was in startling in Augusta, where several legislative leaders participated in
■ urast to seasons past when reams of copy about the a panel discussion on the media’s relationship to the Legis
jobery old showboater were churned out and plastered lature.
• i er the front pages for days on end.
They all had the same essential complaint: Press cover
I like to think Joe Brennan is responsible for our dirninage of the Legislature is largely misdirected. There is an
■< il interest in Andre. A couple of years ago, you may reundue emphasis on the sensational, they said, while the
- •••her, the- governor made a speech saying the press gives
more complicated and important issues are studiously ig
much attention to the likes of Andre and not enough to nored.
. ants affairs of government.
House Speaker John L. Martin was particularly incensed
?i:e roof fell in on Brennan. Editorial writers, state legis over our coverage of the most prominent story of that week:
ts, chamber of commerce minions and writers of letters- the "deadly force” bill, an emotionally charged issue which
he editor crawled all over him. They told him, in effect, had given rise to some of the more excessive rhetoric of the
eop his grubby hands off our favorite sacred cow. The session.
■ rnor wound up apologizing to that cow.
Why, asked Martin, did the media devote so much time
ecretly, though, a lot of us in the media agreed with and space to this and other bills which had "no chance of
The studied indifference to Andre’s return thisv passing,” while other issues of far more pressing signifiis at least partly a result of the governor’s comments ) once went largely overlooked?
our Hint acknowledgement that he was right.
I it was the old Andre Lament all over again and, like Bren\,'o;,:u„s:n,as„sl'sast'n!lt'vc
?rit'1cls'". a»d/ non. Martin had a point. We don't cover state government
m ism a.ts the added advantage of being legitimate, till that well. We do tend to cover the superficial to excess
ole responsive to it. Lwe any institution, however, we We do brush past the nuts and bolts. Or, rather, we pay too
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much attention to the nuts and too little to the bolts.
But Martin went on with his lecture. A responsible press,
he said, would ask itself the motivation behind bills guar
anteed to provoke emotional and self-serving debate—the
kind of thing where legislators can grandstand for the bene
fit of the folks back home—and treat such subjects accord
ingly.
Easy for him to say.
Actually, it is the Legislature which sets the agenda of
issues, not the press. There is no way—nor should there
be—for reporters to decide to ignore a legislative grandstander simply because we suspect him of deliberately cul
tivating publicity. The line between publicity-seeking and
honest communication with one’s constituents is exceeding
ly thin.
;
Legislators and reporters are, in large measure, prisoners
of their own compulsions. There is the need of the former to
attract attention, the need of the latter to record the fire
works. The one feeds on the other, and in the process the
important story is often obscured by its fragments.
Television coverage of the Legislature is especially
meager. The most complicated issues are kissed off with
two or three lines of rewritten wire service copy, a 30second snippet from a news conference or a brief filmed in
terview.
!
And the print media aren’t always that much better. Ours
is a competitive business, and that very competitivenesscombined with limited reporting resources—more or less
compels us to cover the same things.
There’s simply too much going on during a legislative
session, and the reporter who wastes all his time in meet
ings and hearings which produce little that is newsworthy is
likely to be out of a job before long.
Some years ago, I became involved in a challenge to the
practice of closed party caucuses at the Statehouse. 1 decid
ed, arbitrarily, that it was unconstitutional for a partisan po
litical organization to bar public access to any part of the
Capitol for the purpose of holding a secret meeting. I re
cruited Pat Sherlock, then a reporter for the Associated
Press, in a conspiracy to end the practice.
Armed with an implacable self-righteousness, we bullied
our way past a doorman into a Republican caucus which
had been billed as closed. We settled into the only two seats

available, right in the middle of the room, fully expecting to
be thrown out and fully prepared to mount an indignant
legal challenge to the ejection.
As it turned out, while our presence was certainly no
ticed, nobody bothered to ask us to leave. We were stuck in
that meeting, notable only for its excruciating dullness, for
more than an hour. Pat and I made a pact to avoid future in
vasions of party conclaves unless we could station our
selves close to a handy exit.
Later, when members of the Statehouse press corps of
fered similar challenges to the executive sessions routinely
held by legislative committees, they were met with smiling
acceptance by most committee chairmen. It was a victory
they weren’t fully prepared to win.
Die upshot was that reporters took advantage of their
newly won access for two or three meetings, then stopped
going. They didn’t have the time—nor, probably, the inter
est—to sit in’on what appeared to be endless bull sessions.
• Is it right? No.
But this isn’t an indictment of the Statehouse press corps.
I labored among its ranks long enough to appreciate the
enormous task faced by these reporters. It is all but impos
sible to make sense out of a legislative session, an amor
phous blob fed by 184 throbbing egos, hundreds of bills,
and the urgent babel of special constituencies, lobbyists,
bureaucrats and assorted gadflies.
And the hard, practical fact is that none of the Maine
media have the available staff to cover adequately every
thing that goes on at the Statehouse.
< Still, I suspect we hove slipped too readily into an institu
tional mindset which encourages journalistic sloth. Wc
skim the surface of governmental processes—taking note of
the Andres which bubble up to make easy claim on our at
tention-while ignoring the complicated mass of sludge un
derneath.
We tend to dismiss the Joe Brennans and John Martins
when they criticize us for this, knowing that they take full
advantage of the very conditions they decry.
But, at a time when journalism itself is increasingly per
ceived as just another institution open to public distnn *.
perhaps we should be taking a lot harder look at ours^cs
and the way we do our jobs.
*
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Andre skips Boston this winter
united Press international

MYSTIC, Conn. — Andre, the 202-pound har
bor seal known for entertaining tourists along
the New England coast, has settled into his new
winter home at the Mystic Marinelife
Aquarium.
Aquarium staff, tourism directors and politi
cians greeted Andre Monday with champagne
and a gift-wrapped fish.
Andre summer.; in Rockport, Maine, and is
considered one of the state’s premier tourist at
tractions. The seal was flown to Connecticut
and is scheduled to swim back to Rockport in
the spring.
“I timed him the other day and he can really
move right along,” said Andre’s trainer Harry

Goodridge. “I had him going about seven miles
per hour.”
The seal wintered for six years at the New
England Aquarium in Boston, but last year
spent the winter in Rockport Harbor.
His trips along the New England coast were
recorded by network television and the subject
of at least two books.
Goodridge said Andre’s antics delighted
tourists but bothered boaters and fishermen in
the Rockport Harbor. The move, he said, was
for Andre’s “own protection.”
Andre often swamped fishermens’ dinghies
and the oars of boats moving through the har
bor, Goodridge said.
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Andre The Seal To Winter Here
On an overcast September afternoon,
three of us from the Aquarium stood atop
the harbor seawall at Rockport, Maine,
peering expectantly at a rectangular woodand-wire pen anchored 150 feet offshore.
This floating pound was the summer home
of Andre, Maine's most celebrated seal
and possibly the most famous harbor seal
in the world.
When we arrived at 3:45, we could see
little more of Andre than his bewhiskered
nose veeing through the water now and
then as he surfaced for air. But as it neared
4 o'clock, the time for Harry Goodridge to
arrive, Andre began making brief appear
ances, poking his sleek head out of the
water for a look-see; humping up onto the
wooden platform inside the pen for a few
minutes, then rolling back into the water
like a stricken log. Harry is Andre's long
time friend and mentor. Each day at 4, he
shows up to feed Andre and let folks see
just how smart a harbor seal is. As show
time approached a small crowd gathered
around us: touring midwesterners who had
read about Andre; summer residents with
children and in-laws, here for a last look
before packing off for home; local people
and harbor-side tradesmen with time to
spare for a diversion.
Pork Chops?
One local resident, discovering we were
from Mystic Marinelife Aquarium, confided
he knew why we were there, Rockport be
ing a small town and news getting around.
"You're going to take Andre to Mystic
for the winter, aren't you?"
Yes, we were.
"When's that going to be?"
We didn't know yet; we were here to
talk to Harry about that.
"Well, fine," he said, and then, appar
ently serious, added, "I heard you plan to
feed Andre pork chops. Is that true?" We
assured him that was not true.
Andre had wintered at the New England
Aquarium in Boston for several years and
had made headlines each spring by swim
©Sea Research Foundation, Inc. 1981
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ming home to Rockport from Marblehead,
Mass., a trip of approximately 180 miles. It
had become something of a New England
ritual to keep tabs on this remarkable seal
and clock him as he swam for home. Last
year and the year before, however, Harry
decided to let Andre winter in the wild.
That did not prove entirely satisfactory and
so this year Andre will try wintering at
ystic Marinelife Aquarium's Seal Island.
ext spring, he will be released in a nearby
harbor, free to remain in the wild or find the
long way back to Rockport. Harry believes

K

the Old Mariner, as he sometimes calls
Andre, will head for home once again.
Meeting Andre's Friend
Promptly at 4 o'clock Harry Goodridge's
blue pickup descended to the harbor from
the town above and behind us. Rockport
Harbor is a giant heelprint at the base of
a steep rock slope that keeps rising and
slanting as it becomes the town proper.
Nothing in Rockport is level. It is not hard to
fancy that, falling down anywhere in town,
you would roll all the way to the harbor.

Harry greeted us cordially and led us
down to the dock, where we boarded his
18-ft skiff for the short run to Andre's pen.
Harry Goodridge is of medium height, slight
but wiry. Several times a grandfather, he
has the hardy, weathered face of the out
door worker he has been most of his life.
He smokes but years of working as a tree
surgeon have left him able to vault onehanded over the 4-ft high fence of Andre's
enclosure.
When we reached the pen and clambered
onto the narrow walkway around its perim
eter, Andre was on his deck, his eyes
following Harry's every move. Andre is a
robust 200 lbs and measures about 4'A ft
long, which makes him a medium-size
male. His gray pelt with its white mottling
appears slightly darker overall than the
pelts of harbor seals he will join in our
New England exhibit. Harry leaned over
the fence and spoke a few words of greet
ing to Andre, then turned to the people on
shore and began the performance.
Speaking in a conversational voice, he
gave directions which Andre immediately
followed: roll over, clap your hands, pose.
For performing, the seal received praise
or one of the mackerel Harry carried in a
pail. Andre can perform many feats on
cue, including putting a ball through a
hoop attached to one end of his pen.
Three routines in particular, however, are
audience favorites.

Bang!
In one of these, Harry says, "Andre, tell
us what you think of Flipper [the dolphin
star of a 1960's television series]." In
response, Andre exhales noisily through his
nose, producing a sound which closely
resembles that "raspberry" of disapproval
sometimes called a "Bronx cheer."
Another popular routine begins with
Harry opening the pen gate and directing
Andre to swim to a point close to shore.
When Andre has done this, Harry holds a
mackerel in the air and says, "When I
throw this, Andre, you get it." Harry flings
the mackerel, but before Andre can retrieve
it, a sea gull scoops it up. "Darn you,
Andre, you're just too slow," Harry says.
The sea gull is part of the act, of course.
Given the nickname Sneaky Pete, this everready helper is the elder of two herring
gulls which claim squatter's rights to the
pen fence. In any case, having chastised
Andre, Harry suddenly makes a gun of his
forefinger and thumb, points it at Andre,
and says "Bang!" whereupon the seal in
stantly flops on his back and floats belly
up, as if dead. He holds this posture,

without moving a muscle, until Harry
calls him back to the pen.
The greatest crowd-pleaser seems to be
the "hoop" routine. On Harry's cue Andre
leaps through a motorcycle tire suspended
in the middle of his pound. Once, twice,
sometimes three times, he arches cleanly
through the tire. Then Harry says, "Now,
Andre, show the folks what happened
when you first were learning to leap like
a porpoise." This time Andre's leap falls
short, so that he drapes himself over the
tire, a pitiful sight, his head and flippers on
one side, the rest of his body on the other.
A pinniped comedian par excellence.
Andre can do other things: toot a horn,
show mock contrition, leap straight up,
"bite" Harry's pant leg, and tow a dinghy
by its painter, remaining submerged all
the while so that the boat seems to be
moving of its own volition upwind or
against the tide.
All of this is fun for Harry and Andre, and
it helps pay for Andre's upkeep. During
performances, which are put on in summer
only, a youngster named Alex Day passes
a bucket in the crowd, accepting "fish
money." These proceeds, plus occasional
donations from individuals and businesses,
help pay for Andre's alewives and for his
32 x 8 x 8-ft pen (designed by Harry's son,
a structural engineer) which cost $6000 to
build. It also goes for insurance to cover
any damage done by Andre at large, and it
pays for the gas Harry uses to catch
Andre's mackerel.
"Performances" for audiences by Good
ridge and Andre should not obscure the
more enduring import of their relationship,
which is that for 20 years, a wild harbor
seal and a man have shared each other's
worlds to an unprecedented degree and
established a rapport which at times has
been uncanny.
This aspect of their relationship is set forth
in A Seal Called Andre, the book Harry
wrote in 1974 with the help of author Lew
Dietz, a Rockport neighbor.
There are qualities in Harry which made
him "right" for the adventure with Andre.
"I've been called a loner and maybe I
am," Harry writes. "I have no objection
to people, but I must admit I relate better
to animals. Perhaps it's because animals
act sensibly."
As a boy, he kept squirrels, call ducks
and crows; as the father of five children,
he helped keep dogs, cats and guinea pigs
as well as snakes, spiders, frogs, hens, a
pigeon, songbirds, a sea gull, a robin and
even a bat. When, in addition to working
as an arborist, he became a professional
SCUBA diver, the idea of having a seal as
a diving companion appealed to him.
Why did I want a seal for a friend and
companion? I've been asked that ques
tion many times, and I've asked it of
myself. ... I wish I could say that hav
ing a seal was a childhood dream, that
at the age of six a harbor seal was at
the top of my Christmas list. ... But
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I suspect I asked for the usual bike or
fire engine.
So I have no satisfying answer. I can
only say that seals have always fascin
ated me. As a boy hunting in the salt
marshes I would see an occasional
harbor seal. I recall being stirred one
day by the sight of an old bull. He rose
up suddenly just beyond the grasses
and, droplets glistening on his patri
archal whiskers, bade me a pleasant
good morning. I felt a tingling thread of
communication running between us. It
was my feeling then and later that seals
are wise and friendly creatures. I had
the curious sense that they wished to
be friends.

Harry had tried to make companions of
two harbor seals before Andre. The first,
Marky, died while still a pup. Basil (after
bay seal) lived longer and did accompany
Harry on excursions, but Basil was devoured
by a 17-ft great white shark, which a wrath
ful Harry subsequently pursued and killed.
Andre
The fateful meeting between Harry and
Andre took place in May, 1961, at Robin
son's Rock, one of many seal haulout loca
tions in Penobscot Bay. As he approached
this ledge, on the lookout for a pup, he
spotted a tiny, isolated seal head in the
water. That an animal this young was in the
water and unaccompanied by its mother
were ominous signs. Newborn harbor seals
in cold Penobscot Bay do not enter the
water if they can help it. Having just begun
to nurse on their mother's rich milk, they

How was Andre able to locate a party of
SCUBA divers four miles away and find an
alewife in a haystack of mackerel? There is
no hard evidence, in Harry's view, that
harbor seals echolocate, and he doubts
that Andre's sense of hearing or of smell
could have guided him in these instances.
Goodridge, and others, believes the answer
may lie in Andre's whiskers. These stiff
bristles may be receptors capable of de
tecting a multitude of small vibrations,
even distant ones, and transmitting them
to a discriminating and directing brain.

Governor said he now knew that many
people cared whether Andre returned to
Rockport, because he had heard from every
one of them. The letter was read at the
Chamber of Commerce dinner celebrating
Andre's election. "After it was read I took
it and held it down to Andre's nose,” Harry
says. '"Well, Andre,' I said, 'what do you
think of the Governor's letter?' Andre let
out the same raspberry he gives Flipper."
On the west side of the docks is a small
park overlooking the Rockport Harbor. In

the middle of it stands a life-size sculpture
of Andre done in limestone by Jane Wasey
in 1978. Here, on the day we were to
leave, we made final arrangements with
Harry to transport Andre to the Aquarium.
Maine's most famous seal will be taken
from Rockport Harbor at high tide on
November 9 and transported to a plane
waiting to fly him to Mystic. His friend,
Harry Goodridge, will accompany him to
his new winter quarters.
That's it, then. November 9th at high tide.
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The Button
Perhaps Andre's most stunning display
of extraordinary ability occurred the after
noon Harry's youngest daughter, Toni,
appeared on the dock in a new coat with
brass buttons and tried to pet Andre.
Feeling playful, or perhaps puckish, he
arched up, nipped one of the buttons
from her coat, and dropped it into
twenty feet of water.
Toni was distressed of course. I was
quite angry and gave him a real dress
ing down. Then I forgot about it.
The next day I went down to the
waterfront. Andre was waiting. He
dropped the button at my feet.

Andre's playfulness and intelligence also
cause him to be a nuisance at times. He
hectors rowers by nipping at oars or lock
ing onto them with his teeth. He also
startles visiting SCUBA divers by coming
upon them suddenly from behind, or ap
pearing out of nowhere to stick his snout
close to the glass of their masks. He has
spilled canoeists into the water, and
snatched a hat from a child's head. His
most annoying habit is to commandeer a
small boat to sleep in, for, unlike other
seals, Andre will not sleep on ledges. Not
surprisingly, the side of the boat pressed
beneath his dense bulk tilts to one side and
laps water, which doesn't bother Andre at
all. ''As far as he is concerned, that's just
the tide coming in,” Harry says. But that
seal-induced "tide” does bother the boat
owner whose craft gets swamped or sent to
the bottom, motor and all. Moreover,
Andre is hard to shoo away. His speed and
agility make it hard to clap him with an
oar, and he sometimes regards such action
as an invitation to continue playing. And
when he has commandeered a boat, or
established dominion over a lobster pot
or the corner of a dock, he roars lordly
defiance at anyone attempting to turn him
out. Irate fishermen call Harry, demanding
that he come down and get his blanketyblank seal out of their boats.
Incidents of this kind finally forced Harry
Goodridge to confine Andre to the floating
pound in summer. The decision to winter
the seal in an aquarium was also prompted
partly by the fear that, in his winter travels,
Andre might cause trouble elsewhere,
where he was not Andre, Honorary Har
bormaster of Rockport, or Andre, Camden,
Rockport and Lincolnville Townsperson, but
merely a nuisance that would be shot.
A Popular Seal
Troublesome or not, Andre is a popular
celebrity. He has been written about,
filmed, photographed, and admired by
such notables as Charles Kurault, Walter
Cronkite and Dr. Spock. At one time the
Governor of Maine made the mistake of
complaining that Andre was getting too
much attention, that the press was too
concerned with trivia. "He said 'Who
cares whether Andre returns to Rockport,'
or words to that effect,” recalls Harry.
Weeks later, in a letter congratulating
Andre on his election as Camden, Rockport
and Lincolnville Townsperson of 1979, the
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are not yet fat enough to be neutrally
buoyant or insulated against the cold.
When a young pup is in the water, how
ever, its mother is usually nearby. A
reasonable assumption was that the pup
was an orphan, in which case the odds
against its surviving were great. Motherless
pups commonly die of slow starvation.
Some are killed by predators such as the
great white shark. As Goodridge watched
the pup, not yet sure whether to pursue
it, a curious thing happened. Instead of
fleeing, the pup swam directly toward the
boat. Harry swept him up in a net and
swung him aboard. The pup which would
be named Andre weighed 19 pounds and
was estimated to be two days old. Harry
would subsequently record Andre's birth
date as May 16, 1961.
What has been unusual from the be
ginning of their relationship is Harry's
determination not to make a confined,
wholly dependent "pet" of Andre but to
give him as much freedom as possible, and
to be a companion to the animal — so far
as that is possible — in its natural element.
Thus, the first winter after Andre was
weaned, he was set loose in Rockport Har
bor, free to forage and travel; free, if he
wished, to go wild and never return. Harry
called to him and fed him daily until heavy
ice clamped a lid on the harbor in Decem
ber. Then Andre disappeared. In February,
to Harry's relief, Andre turned up in Mar
blehead, Massachusetts, where he delighted
children with his antics. The citizens of
Marblehead named him Josephine, reject
ing, among other things, suggestions that
he might be a visitor with another name,
and not a seal from local waters. Harry
wondered whether Andre had decided to
remain in Marblehead. He waited.
Will He Return?
In April news came that Josephine had
left Marblehead for points unknown. Two
weeks later, Goodridge learned that a
friendly seal had been sighted around
Newburyport, thirty miles north of Marble
head. On May 18, 1962, Josephine/Andre
plopped down on McLoon's wharf in
nearby Rockland. That was close enough.
Harry drove to McLoon's, put a sleepy
Andre in the truck, and drove him home.
Being able to get close to Andre in his
natural element has enabled Harry Good
ridge to understand the ways of the harbor
seal better than most people, including
some scientists. For example, an article of
faith among Rockport lobstermen is that
harbor seals eat lobsters. Harry knows from
long and close observation that they do
not; also, for that matter, that they do not
normally eat clams, scallops and shrimp,
as is sometimes alleged. Or again, many
marine experts believe the harbor seal
does not drink salt water, but Harry knows
differently.
A memorable demonstration of Andre's
salt-water quaffing came after the television
show, Real People, filmed a segment on
Andre requiring him to belly about Harry's
house, demonstrating his ready adaptation
to it. When the shooting was over, Andre
was hot and eager to get back to the har
bor, according to Harry, and so instead of
waiting to be put in a carrying cage and
trucked to the harbor, he set out on his
own. From Harry's house, which is located
not far from the slope surrounding the
harbor, Andre humped across the street
and through a neighbor's yard to the slope.
Sliding all the way down this sharp incline,
and passing through a copse of trees on
the way, he bottomed out at the harbor
several yards from shore. "When he made
it to the water, he let out a sigh, and then
drank gallons of water," Goodridge says.

Clever Seal
Harry asserts he has never been tempted
to enter the profitless argument as to
whether animals think or do not think. "I
will only say that on one occasion Andre
displayed an ingenuity that indicated — to
me at least — a capacity for reasoning."
The occasion was the time Harry tried to
feed Andre mackerel before the seal had
come to like mackerel. Andre nudged the
proffered fish and snorted in disgust. At
length he ripped it open with his teeth and,
dropping it into the water, watched it sink
to the bottom of his slatted pen. A moment
later, entering the water, he stationed
himself at the far end of his pen, poised
for something. Suddenly, he went down in
a deep dive. When he popped back up, he
had a live harbor pollack in his mouth.
It was not until Andre repeated this be
havior with a second and third mackerel
that Goodridge realized the seal "was
using those despised mackerel as chum to
toll in through the slatted cage fish that
he did like."

Harry Goodridge has discovered that,
besides "intelligence," Andre has an ex
quisitely tuned sensory system. One day
Goodridge left Andre snoozing on the dock
and pushed off with a party of SCUBA
divers for Ram Island, four miles to the
west and out of sight of Rockport Harbor.
As Harry and his companions disappeared
behind the first point of land, Andre was
still dozing on the dock. At the diving site,
a member of the group went overboard to
inspect the bottom. When he surfaced 15
minutes later, Andre was beside him.
On another occasion, Harry observed
Andre lolling in the water in a typical posi
tion — eyes exposed, whiskers trailing in the
water. Suddenly the seal whipped himself
into a powerful dive. Seventy-five yards
away he surfaced with an alewife in his
mouth. At the time, the water was flashing
with a shoal of mackerel, a fish which
Andre had yet to find palatable. Yet even
though the alewife was screened by the
mackerel, the seal was able to detect it
and home on it.
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A royal welcome for Andre

Andre, at ease in his winter quarters
Andre and owner mug for the audience
By Bruce MacDonald
Day Staff Writer

MYSTIC — Andre is an unassum
ing harbor seal, but he received a
reception fit for a king Monday when
he arrived to take up winter resi
dence at Mystic Marinelife Aquari
um.
Aquarium officials did everything
but pull out the red carpet in wel
coming Andre, who had been flown
in from Maine aboard an airplane
donated for the occasion by a Montville business, Robertson Paper Box
Co.
A group of local government lead
ers and tourist officials showed up to
witness the arrival as did represent
atives of three television stations
and a host of newspapers. A cham
pagne reception followed the arriv
al.
Andre obviously is no ordinary
seal. In fact, the aquarium an
nounced in a statement that/feis the
most famous harbor seal in the
world.
Accompanied by his friend and
mentor, Harry Goodridge, Andre en
tered his temporary home in a man
ner befitting his status: he was car
ried in the front door in his own
traveling case. It’s the first time a
seal has used the front door, said Ju
lie Quinn, the aquarium’s spokes
woman.

Mystic
she said aquarium officials are de
lighted to have the 20-year-old mam
mal join the 14 other harbor and
gray seals in the Seal Island exhibit.
Despite his antics in the wild, An
dre is a popular and beloved fixture
in Rockport Harbor, where his dem
onstrations each summer afternoon
have gained him wide fame and a
following extending well beyond the
rocky coast of Maine.
His jumps through hoops and
leaps into the air for supper have
been described in two books. He has
been featured on national television
and has been the subject of innumerabe newspaper and magazine arti
cles.
After spending the winter here,
Andre will be released sometime in
the spring. There will be no airplane
ride. He will be expected to swim
home to Rockport. Ms. Quinn said
that Goodrich believes the popular
seal will find his way home even
though the distance is considerably
longer than the 180-mile trip he has
made in previous homeward jour
neys.
Andre first showed up off the

